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Canvas printing is a method that is used to reproduce eye-catching artwork from images or
photographs. This modern technique is gaining in popularity, with many different, concepts and
subjects, from modern works by Banksy, Andy Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein to impressionist
masters and renaissance classics. Styles can include color, sepia and black and white prints, with
many companies using the latest technology to meet the technical requirements of modern printing.

Canvass printed art is a superb way to spice up any dull blank wall-space and helps add character
to the decor in your home. It also makes a fantastic gift idea for friends and family. Many people like
to reproduce their own artwork and photography to give a personal element to their home or office.
Design, quality of images, color theme and frames play a vital role in creating a good print. There
are three basic types of canvas printing:

â€¢ Gallery wrapped

â€¢ Canvas poster

â€¢ Oil based

Professional Canvas Printing

Professional canvas printing is a reliable method of creating lasting, beautiful artworks, with great
developments being made in canvas printing in recent years. Applying photos or images to canvas
is rapidly turning into an art-form in itself. Nowadays almost everybody has a camera - be it 35mm
film, digital, or phone-integrated - and most of us take a wide variety of photos on a regular basis.
There are occasions when we really capture the moment and want to relive it time and time again.
In this instance, it is incredibly satisfying to see a photo on canvas come alive when it is hung flush
to a wall. It will be a unique creative piece that won't cost a fortune.

Photos on Canvas

Applying photos to canvas is an ideal way to transform a photo into a piece of art and enhance your
photos in a non-glossy medium. These incredible prints can turn your ordinary photo into a
masterpiece in a matter of moments. Prints come in varying sizes and frames which further enhance
your photo's aesthetic appeal.

Choose your favorite photos

Taking photos can provide an instant reminder of a moment or period in your life. If you select
images that you find outstanding due to their great sentimental value, their aesthetic value will often
be secondary but they are no less special. By turning the memories that mean so much to you into a
physical element within your home, a good canvas print will undoubtedly become a magical part of
your property which is cherished and timeless. Sentimentalize your canvas art and improve your
lifestyle spaces.
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Plifeprint - About Author:
For any help on canvas printing and online printing services. Please visit us:
http://www.plifeprint.com
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